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UlisseBiomedS.p.A. (UBM) is an Italian Healthcare Biotech company active in the development of: i)
molecular diagnostic RT- PCR assays; ii) nano-switches for therapeutic drug monitoring of biologic
therapies; and iii) anti-viral aptamers for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes.
Three proprietary Technology Platforms: SagittaTM, NanoHybridTM and Aptavir
SagittaTM: superior and validated performance versus competition enabling accuracy and
effectiveness of clinical molecular diagnostics (MDx)
Technology platform for molecular diagnostic purposes based on direct RT- PCR with High resolution
Melt Curve Analysis. The platform’s key features include advanced multiplex capabilities (detecting
and genotyping up to 20 targets), the possibility to skip the nucleic acid purification step, the highest
sensitivity and specificity.
Sagitta chemistry can be used in real- time PCR machine readers. The platform can be automated
for high-throughput analysis without DNA/RNA extraction. A further evolution of Sagitta is an
engineered cartridge format for point of care (POC) applications.
NanoHybridTM: allows nanotechnology medical devices development for the monitoring of
biological drug sand vaccine immune response, providing specific and patient-tailored information,
essential to design personalized therapies.
NanoHybrid allows to build nano-switches capable of instantly detecting the presence of protein
biomarkers.
NanoHybridTM allows nanotechnology- based tools development for the monitoring of biological
drugs and vaccine immune response, providing specific and patient-tailored information, essential
to design of personalized therapies
Aptavir: allows to develop antiviral molecules, named aptamers, capable of limiting the infectivity
of pathogens that can be used for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes.
Aptamers are short, single-stranded DNA or RNA molecules that can specifically bind to a molecular
target via three-dimensional structures. Similarly to the way antibodies bind to antigens, aptamers
specifically recognize and bind to their cognate targets through unique three-dimensional
structures.
The platform can be applied to generate aptamers able to prevent or treat active infections.
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